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Italian car market, registrations in November 2015
It is shooting vigorously again in November the growth trend of the car market in Italy: 134,021
units registered in the month, 23.5% more than last year. In the first eleven months, the
increase over last year grew back to 15.5%, with 1,464,747 units registered.
Increases the share of the FCA Group in the month and in the cumulative.
Monthly trend registrations. ('000 units) Source Min. Transportation / Anfia / Unrae
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point of share, which
2015 131 135 161 149 147 147 131 59 130 133 134
was 65.1% in the
2014 118 119 140 120 132 128 115 54 111 122 108 92
month, while the
2013 114 109 133 116 137 123 108 53 107 111 103 89
cumulative
2012 137 131 138 130 148 128 110 56 110 117 107 87
registrations increased
by 17.9%, with a share
of 63.5% of the total market. Still very strong increse of rental in November that showed an increase
of 35.7% and a representation of 16.8%. A strong push is derived from both the short and the long
term but, while rent a car doubles its volumes (+ 98.7%), the long‐term increases by a good 19.7%.
Good order intake that according to Anfia/Unrae surveys amounted to 142,000 units, 20% more
than in the same month last year. Cumulatively in the first eleven months 1,483,000 orders were
collected, 16% more than in the same period
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last year.
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As for the future, the economic picture
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continues to show positive signs even if our
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economy continues to struggle with such
difficulties as heavy bureaucracy and judiciary
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problems ,in the first place. Prospects still
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expected by the IMF to climb of 0.8% this year
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improvement compared to 42.6% last year.
Nevertheless, pressed by a tax burden by all
defined "unsustainable", and well above the European average, the only hope for the future of
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consumers and companies remain the promises of the Prime Minister, contained in the Stability
Law, in Parliament for approval in these days .
To date therefore remain weak signals of concrete long‐term solutions to the problems that plague
our economy, which remain virtually unchanged, such as the need for sharp reduction in public
spending to revive consumption and investment with a substantial reduction in the tax burden.
As for the automotive industry as a whole, with economic data expected to improve, we could expect that
the positive trend in the car market should continue, although with may‐be lower growth rates and although
no concrete initiative of the Government will
Italian car Production ‐ Source Anfia
be taken in favor of the industry. 120000
Note very positive for Italy is a continuation 100000
of the trend of increase in the production of
cars. According to preliminary data collected 80000
by ANFIA, the domestic production of 60000
passenger cars was up by 69.2% for the first
40000
nine months of 2015.

Still falls in the month the proportion of
gas vehicles with a 10% share in the
month, less than that of October, and
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significantly lower than that of November
last year (16.4%). Together with the share of
electric and hybrid alternative fuel vehicles
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stood at 11.8% in November, compared to
18.2% last year. Always up the diesel: 57.6%,
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compared to 55.6% in October, and even
higher than 55.3% last year. The share of
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gasoline falls to 30.6%, up sharply from the
26.5% last year. In the first eleven months
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cumulative diesel vehicles have covered
55.5%
Green motorisations
of the
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market, 31% petrol vehicles and 13.5% those with alternative
and
hybrids
propulsion, (of which 11.8% gas vehicles against 14.2% in the
13%
same period last year).
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For what concerns environmentally friendly engines the
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57%
proportions between the various alternatives slightly moving
in favor of electric vehicles.
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